TIERPOINT CLEANIP™
Secure your enterprise with less complexity and more visibility
Gain visibility across users, devices and applications
and conveniently deliver consistent security policy,
managing your security assets through a single pane
of glass.
In your data center or ours, security experts will
work with you to tailor a firewall solution that
meets your performance, protection and compliance
requirements. Then we’ll deliver proactive 24x7
management and monitoring.
Our multi-layered security approach and robust
portfolio of solutions ensures the optimal security for
your critical workloads, wherever that may be.

Robust next-generation firewall with proactive management by security experts
Whether you need policy
enforcement and enterprise visibility,
want the full protection of a next
generation firewall or are ready for
the benefits of an integrated firewall
and intrusion prevention system
(IPS), TierPoint CleanIPTM lets you
secure your enterprise. Take full
advantage of NGFW capabilities such
as intrusion detection and protection
(IDS/IPS), SSL traffic inspection,
content filtering, multi-factor
authentication (MFA) VPN access and
network anti-virus, botnet, IP
reputation and application protection.
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TIERPOINT CLEANIPTM

For Our Clients and for Our Own Assets, Security is Our Top Priority
HYBRID AND MULTI-CLOUD
Consistently secure diverse computing environments that
may use public cloud providers, TierPoint private cloud,
colocation and on-premises solutions.

ENTERPRISE-CLASS
Ensure uniform security policy and gain visibility through a
single pane-of-glass to manage security assets across your
enterprise.

MISSION CRITICAL SECURITY
Highly scalable microsegmentation and ultra-low latency
protects your network, including your highest-performance
and mission-critical applications.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Keep your defenses up-to-date with independently certified
and continuous threat intelligence updates for protection
from known and unknown attacks.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE SSL
Achieve the industry’s highest threat protection and highperformance SSL inspection to protect from malware
attacks hiding in encrypted traffic.

TRUSTED SERVICE PROVIDER
Our available and responsive security experts provide 24x7
support. We understand the importance of a secure and
protected IT environment.

REDUCE RISK AND DOWNTIME
Mitigate the business impact to your brand reputation and
business bottom line against malicious cyber-attacks with
our best-in-class security solutions.

FREE UP IT RESOURCES
Use our security experts to configure, monitor and
maintain your enterprise firewall, so your internal IT teams
can focus on strategic business initiatives.

CLEANIP FEATURES
Physical Appliance
Virtual Appliance
Configuration Backups
Device Availability Monitoring & Alerting
Core Firewall Feature Set
User Identity/AD Integration
IPSec/SSL VPN
IDS/IPS
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Network Antivirus & Botnet Protection
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Web Content Filtering
Application Control
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Deep Packet Inspection (SSL/SSH)
OPTIONAL ADD-ONS
Additional IPSec add-ons
Additional Logging
Two-Factor Authentication (FortiToken)
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Let us help you to take full advantage of next generation firewall security. Call 844.267.3687, e-mail
sales@tierpoint.com or visit tierpoint.com to find out more.

ABOUT TIERPOINT

With a unique combination of secure, connected data center and cloud
solutions at the edge of the internet, TierPoint (tierpoint.com) specializes in
meeting enterprises where they are on their journey to IT transformation.
TierPoint has one of the largest customer bases in the industry, with 5,000
clients ranging from the public to private sectors, from small businesses to
Fortune 500 enterprises. TierPoint also has one of the largest and most

tierpoint.com

geographically diversified footprints in the nation, with more than 40 worldclass edge-capable data centers in 20 markets and 8 multi-tenant cloud pods,
connected by a coast-to-coast network. Led by a proven management team,
TierPoint’s highly experienced IT professionals offer a comprehensive
solution portfolio of private, multitenant, hyperscale, and hybrid cloud, plus
colocation, disaster recovery, security and other managed IT services.
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